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Abstract
In evaluating the appropriate response to the covid-19 pandemic, a key parameter is the rate of
substitution between mortality risk and wealth or income, conventionally summarized as the value
per statistical life (VSL). For the United States, VSL is estimated as approximately $10 million, which
implies the value of preventing 100,000 covid-19 deaths is $1 trillion. Is this value too large? There
are reasons to think so. First, VSL is a marginal rate of substitution and the potential risk reductions
are non-marginal. The standard VSL model implies the rate of substitution of wealth for risk
reduction is smaller when the risk reduction is larger, but the implied value of non-marginal risk
reductions decreases slowly until the value accounts for a substantial share of income, after which it
decreases sharply; average individuals are predicted to be willing to spend more than half their
income to reduce one-year mortality risk by only 1 in 100. Second, mortality risk is concentrated
among the elderly, for whom VSL may be smaller and who would benefit from a persistent risk
reduction for a shorter period because of their shorter life expectancy. Third, the pandemic and
responses to it have caused substantial losses in income that should decrease VSL. In contrast, VSL is
plausibly larger for risks (like covid-19) that are dreaded, uncertain, catastrophic, and ambiguous.
These arguments are evaluated and key issues for improving estimates are highlighted.
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1. Introduction
As societies try to judge what restrictions on normal activities should be taken to reduce the spread
of pandemic SARS-CoV-2, a key parameter is the appropriate tradeoff between wealth or income
and mortality risk. The usual approach to quantifying this tradeoff is the value per statistical life
(VSL). In the United States, a value of about $10 million is currently used when evaluating
government regulations that affect environmental, health, and safety risks (Robinson et al. 2019).
Using this value suggests it would be worthwhile for the U.S. population to sacrifice $1 trillion, nearly
5 percent of U.S. GDP, to reduce the number of U.S. deaths from the pandemic by 100,000. With
projections of U.S. deaths from covid-19 in the absence of any control that have ranged as high as
2.2 million (Ferguson et al. 2020), it is possible that many hundreds of thousands of deaths could be
prevented. Using figures like these (or smaller), Greenstone and Nigham (2020) estimated the
benefits of reduced mortality from three to four months of moderate social distancing as $8 trillion
and Thunström et al. (2020) estimated the net benefits of social distancing in their base case as $5
trillion, more than one-fifth of GDP. Hall et al. (2020) estimated the average American would be
willing to give up more than one-third of a year’s consumption to eliminate the mortality risk
created by the pandemic if the average risk is 8 in 1,000 and almost one-fifth if it is 3 in 1,000.
Is the conventional VSL appropriate for evaluating the benefits of preventing deaths from the
pandemic? Is it too large? There are at least three reasons to think so: (1) VSL is the marginal rate of
substitution of wealth for current mortality risk and the risk reductions achieved by controlling the
pandemic are non-marginal, and are valued at a lower rate; (2) covid-19 mortality risk seems to be
strongly concentrated among the elderly for whom VSL is arguably much smaller than for younger
people; (3) the pandemic has caused substantial income losses, especially in some sectors, that
decrease VSL. In contrast, there are other factors that suggest the appropriate VSL should be larger
for covid-19 than for other risks, including the catastrophic and novel nature of the pandemic and
ambiguity about the risk.
I address these issues in the following sections. Section 2 discusses the valuation of non-marginal
risks and concludes that the standard economic model underlying VSL, combined with estimates of
how VSL varies with income, produce estimates of willingness to pay (WTP) for non-marginal risk
reductions that seem implausibly large. Section 3 describes how VSL varies with age and finds that,
while evidence is inconsistent, VSL is plausibly smaller at advanced ages. In addition, the value of a
continuing risk reduction is smaller for people with shorter life expectancies who will expect to
benefit for a shorter period. Section 4 evaluates the effect of lost current income and concludes the
appropriate VSL for evaluating response policies is more sensitive to whether the pandemic causes
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sustained income losses than to any transient effects. Section 5 discusses some of the evidence
about how VSL varies with qualitative attributes of how risk is perceived such as dread, uncertainty,
and ambiguity; it suggests these factors may justify using a larger VSL to evaluate covid-19 risks than
for other risks. Section 6 concludes. Note that some of the results, especially those concerning
willingness to pay for non-marginal risk reductions, the smaller value of a continuing risk reduction
to people with shorter life expectancies, and the effects of transient or permanent income losses on
valuation, are applicable to other hazards and other contexts, as well as to the covid-19 pandemic.
2. Valuing non-marginal risk reduction
The standard model underlying VSL assumes that each agent wishes to maximize her expected statedependent utility (Drèze 1962, Jones-Lee 1974, Weinstein et al. 1980),
𝑈 = 𝑠𝑢𝑎 (𝑤) + (1 − 𝑠)𝑢𝑑 (𝑤),

(1)

where s is the probability of surviving the current period (e.g., the current year) and ua(w) and ud(w)
are the (indirect) utility of wealth w conditional on survival and death, respectively. Utility
conditional on survival depends on the multivariate lottery over future longevity, health, income,
and other factors that the individual will face if she survives. Utility conditional on dying in the
current period, often called the bequest function, depends on utility during the part of the period
she survives and on the utility she gains by bequeathing her assets to family members or others.
VSL is the marginal rate of substitution of wealth w for survival probability s. Let V(s,w) denote VSL
as a function of survival probability and wealth. Differentiating equation (1) holding expected utility
U constant yields
𝑢 (𝑤)−𝑢 (𝑤)

∆𝑢(𝑤)

𝑎
𝑑
𝑉(𝑠, 𝑤) = 𝑠𝑢′ (𝑤)+(1−𝑠)𝑢
′ (𝑤) = 𝐸𝑢′ (𝑤)
𝑎

(2)

𝑑

where primes denote derivatives. It is conventional and in most circumstances reasonable to assume
ua(w) > ud(w), ua'(w) > ud'(w) ≥ 0, ua"(w) ≤ 0, and ud"(w) ≤ 0. In words, at all wealth levels: survival is
preferred to death, the marginal utility of wealth conditional on survival is larger than the marginal
utility of a bequest, which is non-negative, and the individual is weakly risk averse with respect to
wealth conditional on survival and on death. Any effect of death on wealth, such as loss of future
earnings or medical costs, can be incorporated into the definition of ud. As shown by the last term in
equation (2), VSL is equal to the difference in utility between surviving the period and dying divided
by the expected utility cost of spending.
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Under these assumptions, indifference curves between wealth and survival probability are
downward sloping and convex (as illustrated in Figure 1) and VSL is strictly positive. VSL is decreasing
in survival probability, 𝜕𝑉⁄𝜕𝑠 < 0 , the so-called dead-anyway effect (Pratt and Zeckhauser 1996).
This follows because an increase in s has no effect on the numerator in equation (2) but increases
the denominator by shifting weight from the (smaller) marginal utility of the bequest to the (larger)
marginal utility of wealth conditional on survival. VSL is increasing in wealth, 𝜕𝑉⁄𝜕𝑤 > 0, because
an increase in wealth increases the numerator (the utility gain from survival increases with wealth;
ua'(w) > ud'(w)) and decreases the denominator or leaves it unchanged (the opportunity cost of
spending decreases or is unchanged with wealth; ua(w) and ud(w) are both weakly concave). As
described in Section 4, because the utility of wealth conditional on survival depends on uncertain
future conditions, anticipated losses in future earnings (e.g., due to persistent effects of the
pandemic) decrease wealth and VSL. Similarly, expectations about the duration of the pandemic
before an effective vaccine or treatment becomes widely available affect the utility conditional on
survival and VSL; accelerating their expected arrival increases the value of surviving the current
period and hence VSL.
The compensating surplus v() (willingness to pay) for a non-marginal increase in survival from s to s
+  ( > 0) is an increasing, concave function of , and hence the average rate of substitution
between wealth and the survival gain, v/, is a decreasing function of . In words, the rate at which
an individual will sacrifice wealth for an increment to survival probability decreases as the increment
increases.
How quickly does the average rate of substitution v/ fall as  increases? Let V0 denote V(s0, w0) and
V1 denote V(s1, w1) where s1 = s0 +  and w1 = w0 – v(), as illustrated in Figure 1. Because the
indifference curve is convex,  V0 > v >  V1. To determine the difference between V0 and V1, note
that by the intermediate-value theorem
𝑉1 = 𝑉0 + 𝛿

𝜕𝑉(𝑠𝑎 ,𝑤𝑎 )
𝜕𝑠

−𝑣

𝜕𝑉(𝑠𝑏 ,𝑤𝑏 )
,
𝜕𝑤

(3)

where the points (sa, wa) and (sb, wb) are on the indifference curve somewhere between (s0,w0) and
(s1,w1) and may differ from each other. Hence the difference between V1 and V0 can be decomposed
into a risk effect (that depends on the risk reduction ) and a wealth effect (that depends on the
compensating surplus v). Both risk and wealth effects decrease VSL.
To evaluate the risk effect, hold wealth constant and evaluate the ratio
𝑉(𝑠+𝛿,𝑤)
𝑉(𝑠,𝑤)

𝑠𝑢 ′(𝑤)+(1−𝑠)𝑢𝑑 ′(𝑤)
𝑎 ′(𝑤)+(1−𝑠−𝛿)𝑢𝑑 ′(𝑤)

= (𝑠+𝛿)𝑢𝑎

𝑠

> 𝑠+𝛿

(4)
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where the inequality follows by recalling ua'(w) > ud'(w) ≥ 0 and setting ud'(w) = 0. Hence the effect of
an increase in survival probability is to decrease VSL by a factor no smaller than the ratio of the
initial to the enhanced survival probability. Because the enhanced survival probability cannot exceed
𝑠

one, the factor by which VSL is decreased is less than one and no smaller than s (i.e., s ≤ 𝑠+𝛿 < 1). The
magnitude of the risk effect depends on the marginal utility of a bequest; it is largest when the
marginal utility of a bequest is zero and decreases (to no effect) in the limit as the marginal utility of
a bequest increases toward the marginal utility of wealth conditional on survival.
To evaluate the wealth effect, hold s constant and evaluate the ratio
𝑉(𝑠,𝑤−𝑣)
𝑉(𝑠,𝑤)

𝑤−𝑣 𝛾
)
𝑤

=(

𝑣 𝛾

= (1 − 𝑤) < 1

(5)

where  > 0 is the average wealth elasticity of VSL over the relevant range ( need not be constant).1
The size of the wealth effect is sensitive to the wealth elasticity and the ratio of the compensating
surplus to wealth. For a wealth elasticity of one (consistent with empirical evidence described
below), VSL decreases in proportion to the compensating surplus measured as a share of wealth; if
the wealth elasticity is larger than one, the decrease in VSL is larger than proportional.
Combining the risk and wealth effects yields the differential equation
𝑑𝑤 = −

𝑠0
𝑤 𝛾
𝑉0 ( ) 𝑑𝛿
𝑠0 +𝛿
𝑤0

(6)

where the marginal utility of a bequest is assumed to be zero, maximizing the risk effect. Solving for
w() subject to the initial condition w(0) = w0 yields
1
1−𝛾

𝑤(𝛿) = [(𝑤01−𝛾 − (1 −

𝑠 𝑉
𝛿
𝛾) 0 𝛾0 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 + ))]
𝑤0
𝑠0

𝑤(𝛿) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑤0 ) −

𝑠0 𝑉0
𝛿
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 + 𝑠 )]
𝑤0
0

(7a)

for  ≠ 1 and
𝛿

𝑉0 𝑠0
𝑤0

= 𝑤0 ⁄(1 + 𝑠 )
0

(7b)

for  = 1. Equations (7a) and (7b) describe the indifference curve passing through the point (s0, w0) as
a function of the wealth elasticity of VSL and assuming the marginal utility of a bequest is zero. If the
In general, the income elasticity  in equation (5) can depend on survival probability s, but not if the
measure of risk aversion of the bequest function is equal to either the measure of risk aversion of
utility conditional on survival or zero. Empirical estimates of income elasticity are for values of s
close to one.
1
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marginal utility of a bequest is greater than zero, the indifference curve is steeper and willingness to
pay to reduce risk is larger.2
The value of the wealth elasticity  is not well-determined. The standard model (1) implies it is
positive, as discussed above. If the Arrow-Pratt measures of relative risk aversion (for risk to wealth)
are equal for the state-dependent utility function conditional on survival and the bequest function
(or if the bequest function is risk neutral, i.e., linear), then the wealth elasticity of VSL is strictly
larger than the measure of relative risk aversion − 𝑤𝑢𝑎 "(𝑤)⁄𝑢𝑎 ′(𝑤) (Eeckhoudt and Hammitt 2001,
Kaplow 2005). Empirical estimates of relative risk aversion span a wide range, with minimum values
around one and many estimates larger than five (Barseghyan et al. 2018). This suggests that the
wealth elasticity is larger than one and could be much larger.
Empirical studies have estimated the income elasticity, but rarely the wealth elasticity, of VSL,
presumably because wealth data are rarely available. For most people, the difference may be of only
modest importance; for U.S. households, median annual income is about $60,000 and median
wealth is about $95,000 in total and $30,000 excluding home equity (2016 estimates from U.S.
Census Bureau). For some households, wealth is much greater than income. The difference between
wealth and income can be important for evaluating willingness to pay to reduce mortality risk for a
limited period as compared with willingness to pay for a continuing risk reduction. That is,
individuals could pay more to reduce mortality risk from a one-time or infrequent hazard (such as a
pandemic) than they could pay on a continuing basis for a persistent hazard (such as ambient air
pollution or motor-vehicle crashes).
Income elasticity has been estimated using several methods (Hammitt and Robinson 2011). The
most direct is to examine how estimated VSL varies with respondents’ income in stated-preference
studies. This approach generally yields estimates that are statistically significantly positive but less
than one, in many cases less than one-half (e.g., between 0.1 and 0.4 in Corso et al. 2001, Alberini et
al. 2004, and Hammitt and Haninger 2010, about 0.7 in Cameron and DeShazo 2013, between 0.2
and 0.6 in a set of studies in several countries reported by Hoffman et al. 2017). Using self-reported
tax payments of Swiss respondents to infer their wealth, Rheinberger (2011) estimated the wealth
elasticity of VSL as 0.90 and 0.96 in alternative models.

2

In the limit as ud'(w) → ua'(w), the equation for the indifference curve can be obtained from
𝑉

equations (7a) and (7b) by substituting the term 𝑤 0𝛾 𝛿 for
decreases w() for  > 0.

0

𝑠0 𝑉0
𝛿
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 + 𝑠 ).
𝑤0 𝛾
0

This substitution
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Hedonic-wage studies usually do not estimate income elasticity because the dependent variable (the
wage rate) is highly correlated with income. Meta-analyses of these studies generally yield estimates
of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 (Viscusi and Aldy 2003, Viscusi and Masterman 2017a,b). Meta-analyses
of stated-preference studies also yield estimates of one or smaller. For example, Lindhjem et al.
(2011) estimated values of 0.7 to 0.9 (0.3 to 0.4 using only studies that satisfy more stringent quality
criteria) and Masterman and Viscusi (2018) estimated values of 0.94 to 1.05 overall but find
evidence that the elasticity decreases with income; they estimated it is about 0.55 for higher-income
and 1.0 for lower-income countries. A few studies suggest income elasticities substantially larger
than one; e.g., in a hedonic-wage study using quantile regression, Kniesner et al. (2010) estimated an
income elasticity of about 1.4, increasing from 1.2 in the highest income decile to 2.2 in the lowest
decile.
Two studies have estimated VSL for a population at different points in time and found that VSL
increased more rapidly than income; attributing the change in VSL to the change in income implies
an elasticity greater than one. Costa and Kahn (2004) estimated VSL using hedonic-wage regressions
for U.S. workers each decade from 1940 to 1980; comparing estimated VSL with per capita GNP
implies an income elasticity of 1.5 to 2.0. Hammitt et al. (2019) conducted stated-preference studies
using similar methods in Chengdu, China in 2005 and 2016; comparing estimated VSL with income
growth over the period implies an elasticity of 3.0.
Table 1 presents illustrative calculations of compensating surplus and the average rate of
substitution of wealth for survival probability for alternative risk reductions  and baseline survival
probabilities s0. The calculations assume baseline VSL V0 = $10 million and baseline survival
probability s0 = 0.99, slightly smaller than the one-year value for a 40 year old American (0.998, Arias
et al. 2017). Baseline wealth w0 = $60,000 (i.e., U.S. median household income). This value is
between the values of median wealth ($95,000) and median wealth excluding home equity
($30,000).
As is clear from the table, the average rate of substitution of wealth for survival probability does not
decrease quickly before a large fraction of wealth has been spent.3 If the wealth elasticity is one, the
average rate of substitution for an increase in survival  = 1/10,000 is $9.9 million; for increases of
1/1,000 and 1/100 it is $9.2 million and $4.9 million, respectively. Equivalently, the individual would
3

Viscusi (2010) also found that the average rate of substitution decreases slowly when willingness to
pay is much smaller than income. Assuming that utility conditional on survival ua(w) is logarithmic,
the bequest function is zero, baseline risk = 1/1,000, VSL = $7 million, and income = $27,200, he
calculated that willingness to pay to reduce risk by 9 in 10,000 is $5,825 (more than 20 percent of
income), implying an average rate of substitution only 8 percent smaller than VSL.
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be willing to pay $990 to decrease current-year mortality risk from 0.0100 to 0.0099, more than
$9,000 to decrease risk from 0.010 to 0.009, and more than $48,000 to eliminate the risk of dying in
the current year. While it is conceivable a household with wealth of $60,000 might be able to spend
$9,000 to reduce current mortality risk by 1/1,000, spending $48,000 to eliminate the 1/100 risk
seems implausible. For context, American households between the 50th and 60th percentiles of pretax income (average pre-tax income = $62,000, post-tax income = $57,000, head of household age =
49 years) have average annual expenditures of $54,000. Average expenditures by category are
$18,600 (34 percent) on housing, $9,400 (17 percent) on transportation, $7,200 (13 percent) on
food, $5,200 (10 percent) on personal insurance and pensions, $4,800 (9 percent) on healthcare,
$4,000 (7 percent) on utilities, $2,400 (4 percent) on entertainment, and $1,700 (3 percent) on
apparel.4 Spending tens of thousands of dollars on mortality-risk reduction would require extreme
cuts in some or all of these categories.
Increasing the income elasticity to three, at the high end of existing estimates, has only a modest
effect: The average rates of substitution of wealth for survival probability decrease to $9.8, $8.0 and
$3.1 million for risk reductions of 1/10,000, 1/1,000, and 1/100, respectively. For a sufficiently large
value of the income elasticity, the average rates of substitution fall more rapidly; when the income
elasticity is 10 (much larger than existing estimates), the average rates of substitution are $9.2, $5.8,
and $1.6 million for risk reductions of 1/10,000, 1/1,000, and 1/100, respectively. Under these
assumptions, the individual would pay almost $16,000, more than one-quarter of wealth, to
eliminate a mortality risk of 1/100.
For a smaller baseline survival probability, VSL and the compensating surplus associated with a
specified risk reduction increase because of the dead-anyway effect. For example, an individual’s VSL
might increase upon diagnosis of covid-19 or another life-threatening illness. Decreasing baseline
survival from 0.99 to 0.50 increases VSL by a factor equal to or smaller than the reciprocal of the
ratio of survival probabilities (equation (4)), i.e., 0.99/0.5 or less. Taking the maximum value implies
VSL with s0 = 0.5 equals $19.8 million. As shown in the bottom panel of Table 1, the average rate of
substitution of wealth for survival probability for each risk reduction is larger when baseline survival
probability is smaller; nearly twice as large for small risk reductions but more similar to the previous
values for larger risk reductions. With baseline survival equal to 0.5, willingness to pay to increase
survival probability by 1/100 is $58,000 for an wealth elasticity of 1, $38,000 for an elasticity of 3,

4

https://www.bls.gov/cex/tables.htm#avgexp, Table 1110, Deciles of income before taxes: Annual
expenditure means, shares, standard errors, and coefficients of variation, Consumer Expenditure
Survey, 2018.
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and $19,000 for an elasticity of 10. Willingness to pay to increase survival probability from 0.5 to 0.6
is nearly equal to wealth for an income elasticity of 1 and 3, and almost half of wealth for an
elasticity of 10.
Sacrificing a large share of wealth to reduce mortality risk from a particular hazard (e.g., SARS-CoV-2)
could lead to impoverishment and increases in other mortality risks. Health and longevity are
positively correlated with income and wealth and there is a literature that estimates how decreases
in income increase total mortality risk based on cross-sectional and longitudinal data (Wildavsky
1979, 1980, Keeney 1990, 1997, Chapman and Harihan 1994, 1996). Viscusi (1994a, 1994b) showed
that the rate at which a marginal reduction of income increases mortality risk equals VSL divided by
the individual’s marginal propensity to spend on mortality-risk reduction; he estimates this marginal
propensity as roughly 0.2, which suggests the effect of paying v() to reduce a particular risk by 
reduces total mortality risk by only 0.8 . For non-marginal reductions in wealth, the effect would
presumably be greater. Equations (7a, 7b) describe the compensating surplus for a reduction in total
mortality risk, incorporating any offsetting increase in other mortality risks.
Empirical evidence about willingness to pay for large changes in mortality risk is limited. Many
households are impoverished by medical spending, which suggests people do sacrifice a large share
of wealth for health (more than 60 percent of personal bankruptcies in the U.S. are attributed to
medical spending; Himmelstein et al. 2009). Shrime et al. (2018) found a large majority of survey
respondents (from a nationally representative internet panel) valued a reduction in mortality risk
more than an equal reduction in risk of bankruptcy. Respondents were asked to assume they had
developed a fatal disease and to choose between paired treatments that presented different
probabilities of cure and of financial solvency. Probabilities were randomly and independently varied
over five levels (10, 25, 50, 75, and 90 percent). On average, the value of an increase in the
probability of cure was five times as large as the value of an equal increase in the probability of
solvency. Using latent class analysis to explore preference heterogeneity produced five classes.
Compared with the outcome dead and bankrupt, the largest class (with membership probability of
31 percent) valued cure but were indifferent to solvency and the smallest class (with 9 percent
membership probability) valued solvency but were indifferent to cure. Two classes valued cure more
than solvency by factors of 4.7 and 2.1 (with membership probabilities of 28 and 21 percent,
respectively). The final class preferred solvency to cure by a factor of 1.9 but illogically preferred
either cure or solvency alone to cure and solvency together (membership probability = 11 percent).
If willingness to pay for non-marginal risk reductions implied by the standard model is too large,
what is the error in the model? One possibility is that the income elasticity of VSL increases sharply
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as the individual pays for increasing risk reductions. This might be explained by the phenomenon of
mental accounting, in which individuals implicitly allocate their spending to different compartments
and are reluctant to reallocate between them (Thaler 1985). Beattie et al. (1998) suggested that
many survey respondents’ willingness to pay is based not on the magnitude of the risk reduction
(which is difficult to evaluate) but on an amount that “would not seriously disrupt their normal
expenditure and savings patterns” (p. 20). As an example, if individuals allocate a fraction  < 1 of
their income to spending on mortality risk (or health and safety in general), then they will pay no
more than that fraction of income for risk reduction. Moreover, the elasticity of VSL with respect to
the amount of income available for spending on risk reduction will be 1/ times as large as the
income elasticity as conventionally estimated. If  = 20 percent, an individual will not spend more
than 20 percent of income on even a large risk reduction and the income elasticity of VSL with
respect to this limited share is five times as large as conventionally estimated.
An alternative interpretation of these results is that there is no error; the value of survival is so large
that individuals will exhaust their resources to purchase risk reductions on the order of 1/10 or
1/100. Even though the gain in expected utility is proportional to the risk reduction, they are unable
to pay much more for additional risk reductions; hence both the average and marginal rates of
substitution of wealth for survival probability fall sharply after the individual’s budget is nearly
exhausted. If the marginal utility of bequest is near zero, the utility of wealth is nothing without
survival.
In summary, while it seems plausible individuals could pay for survival-probability increases on the
order of 1 in 10,000 or smaller at a rate consistent with conventional estimates of VSL of about $10
million, the standard model underlying VSL combined with empirical estimates of income elasticity
implies that the average rate of substitution of wealth for survival probability declines sufficiently
slowly as the risk reduction increases that individuals are predicted to be willing to pay more than
half their income to reduce current-year mortality risk by 1 in 100. If survival probability is much
smaller than one, VSL and the compensating surplus for a risk reduction are even larger. For larger
risk reductions, ability to pay is severely limited, hence the average value is much smaller than VSL.
For a one-time risk reduction, individuals could spend from their wealth as well as from income, but
for a continuing risk reduction payment would be effectively limited to income, because most
households that have little wealth compared with their incomes.
In the context of the covid-19 pandemic, population mortality rates as of May 2020 have exceeded
1/2,000 in some countries (e.g., Italy, Spain) and 1/500 in some regions (e.g., New York City); rates
among the elderly are higher. The early estimate of 2.2 million deaths in the U.S. absent an effective
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response represents an average rate of 7/1,000 or 2/100 if concentrated among the roughly 100
million U.S. residents aged 65 and above. These rates suggest that effective policies might achieve
risk reductions on the order of 1/1,000 or larger, for which the smaller rates of valuation for nonmarginal risk reductions become important. The concentration of risk on identified subpopulations
decreases the social value (the sum of individuals’ willingness to pay) of any fixed reduction in the
expected number of deaths in a population (Hammitt and Treich 2007).
3. Valuing mortality risk by age
It seems intuitive that the value of reducing current mortality risk is smaller for older than younger
individuals, as the older have fewer years of life to protect. This notion is consistent with the view
that lifesaving is more valuable among younger cohorts that have not yet lived their “fair innings”
(Harris 1985, Adler et al. 2019). However, VSL may increase or decrease with age in the standard
model.
The expected utility gain from surviving the current period (the numerator of equation (2)) is the
difference in utility between surviving and dying in the current period. The utility conditional on
surviving, ua(w), depends on the multivariate lottery on longevity, health, income, and other factors
the individual faces if she survives (it can be interpreted as the expected utility of this future lottery).
Typically, it is reasonable to suppose the utility conditional on survival is increasing in life expectancy
and hence tends to decrease with age. The effect of age on the utility of a bequest, ud(w), has
received little attention in the literature. A common assumption is the marginal utility of the bequest
is zero. It seems plausible the utility of a bequest could be larger for an individual whose children or
spouse are dependent on her earnings, and hence might be larger during middle years than when
younger or older; these concerns motivate the purchase of life insurance and could increase ua(w)
during periods when others are more dependent on the individual. The difference in utility between
survival and death need not follow any simple pattern as a function of age but it seems plausible
that it decreases with age, at least beyond some point.
The expected opportunity cost of spending, the denominator of equation (2), may also depend on
age, though the direction of the effect is uncertain. Two considerations suggest the expected
opportunity cost of spending may decrease with age. First, because current-period survival
probability decreases with age, the expected opportunity cost will decrease via the dead-anyway
effect. Second, for an individual supporting herself from existing wealth with little or no future
income, the marginal utility of wealth conditional on survival, ua'(w), will tend to increase with life
expectancy as she must be prepared to support herself for a longer period; a shorter life expectancy
will decrease the marginal utility. For an individual with continuing income such as a pension or
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annuity, this effect would be smaller and perhaps reversed if her income exceeds her expenses. The
change in VSL with age depends on the rates at which both the numerator and denominator change.
If the expected opportunity cost of spending decreases sufficiently rapidly with age, it can offset the
anticipated decrease in the utility gain from survival and hence VSL may increase with age. If not,
VSL will tend to decrease with age.
Further insight into the pattern of VSL with age requires imposing more structure. The usual
approach is to assume lifetime utility is additively separable across periods, utility conditional on
survival is the expected present value of future utility of consumption, and the marginal utility of a
bequest is zero (e.g., Shepard and Zeckhauser 1984, Rosen 1988, Cropper and Sussman 1990, Ng
1992), yielding
𝑈𝑎 = ∑𝑇𝑡=𝑎 𝜌𝑡−𝑎 𝑠𝑎 (𝑡)𝑢[𝑐(𝑡)]

(8)

where a is the individual’s age, T is an upper bound on attainable age,  is her utility discount factor,
sa(t) is her probability of surviving from age a to age t, u[c(t)] is her utility of consumption c at age t,
and utility conditional on death is normalized to zero. The individual is assumed to maximize
expected utility (8) subject to a budget constraint
∑𝑇𝑡=𝑎 𝑟 𝑡−𝑎 𝑠𝑎 (𝑡)𝑐(𝑡) = 𝑤(𝑎) + ∑𝑇𝑡=𝑎 𝑟 𝑡−𝑎 𝑠𝑎 (𝑡)𝑦(𝑡)

(9)

where r is the market discount factor, w(a) is her wealth at age a, and y(t) is her income at age t.
Model results depend on assumptions about whether the individual can borrow against future
income and on the relationship between her utility discount factor and the market discount factor. If
the individual can borrow against future income and the discount factors are equal, it is optimal to
equalize consumption in all periods and VSL is proportional to the expected present value of
longevity. If the individual can save but not borrow against future income, VSL tends to rise over
younger ages (when income is low) and fall over older ages, tracing a so-called inverted U. If the
utility discount factor is larger than the market discount factor (i.e., the individual discounts future
utility at a rate smaller than the interest rate), VSL also follows an inverted U even if the individual
can borrow against future income; in this case, it is optimal to defer consumption from younger to
older ages and the opportunity cost of spending decreases with age.
Table 2 reports estimates of the ratio of VSL at age 75 to VSL at age 40 from illustrative studies. The
first panel reports results of lifecycle models. All of the identified studies find that VSL is substantially
larger at age 40 than at age 70, by a factor of between two and more than ten.
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Empirical estimates of VSL as a function of age yield diverse results but tend to reveal a flatter
profile. Estimates from studies of compensating wage differentials for occupational fatality risk are
limited to working-age adults and must account for differences in occupational fatality risk by age.
As reported in the second panel of Table 2, Aldy and Viscusi (2008) and Aldy (2019) estimated VSL at
age 40 is roughly one to two times as large as at ages near 60.
Stated-preference studies are not limited to working-age populations and many have reported
estimates of how VSL varies with age. One of the first, Jones-Lee et al. (1985), estimated VSL as a
quadratic function of age; the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency used a regression model from
this study to inform its assumption that VSL is 37 percent smaller above age 65 than below (the socalled senior death discount; Robinson 2007, Viscusi 2009), implying a ratio of VSL at age 40 to VSL
at age 75 of 1.6. Cameron and DeShazo (2013) estimated that VSL is highly sensitive to age, peaking
at $8 million near age 55 and smaller than $2 million at ages younger than 35 and older than 75
(their Figure 1). In his review, Krupnick (2007) identified 26 stated-preference studies that satisfy
selected indicators of study quality. Of these, 14 showed a statistically significantly smaller VSL at
age 65 and older compared with younger ages; the other 12 showed no significant effect or a larger
VSL at older ages. Of the studies finding a smaller VSL at older ages, the estimated magnitude
clustered around 20 to 35 percent reductions, implying a ratio of 1.3 to 1.5.
VSL characterizes the value of increasing survival probability for a specified short period. If the
mortality risk from SARS-CoV-2 were anticipated to virtually disappear in a year or two, because of
widespread availability of an effective vaccine or treatment, the development of herd immunity, or
other reasons, the benefits of actions to reduce transmission could be calculated as the value of a
short-term risk reduction. Alternatively, if the risk were anticipated to persist, the benefits of control
would continue to manifest over a longer period. Developing and administering an effective vaccine
could produce annual benefits that persist for many years.
The value to an individual of a persistent change in mortality risk equals the expected present value
of a stream of benefits. For an individual of age a, the value of a stream of risk reductions (t) is
given by
𝑉𝑎 = ∑𝑇𝑡=𝑎 𝑟 𝑡−𝑎 𝑠𝑎 (𝑡)𝑣(𝑡)𝛿(𝑡),

(10)

where v(t) is the individual’s average rate of substitution of wealth for a risk reduction (t) at age t
(i.e., her VSL at age t if (t) is sufficiently small). Hence, even if VSL does not decrease with age, the
value of a continuing risk reduction may be smaller to an older than to a younger person because of
her shorter life expectancy. If v(t) is independent of age, the value of a constant annual risk
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reduction (t) =  is proportional to the expected present value of longevity ∑𝑇𝑡=𝑎 𝑟 𝑡−𝑎 𝑠𝑎 (𝑡). With a
small interest rate, the value is proportional to life expectancy. Hence the value of a constant annual
risk reduction to a 40 year old is more than three times as large as the value to a 75 year old, using a
discount rate of zero and average U.S. life expectancies of 40.7 and 12.3 years at ages 40 and 75,
respectively (Arias et al. 2017). Comparing life expectancies at ages 40 and 90 yields a ratio of nine
(life expectancy at age 90 equals 4.5 years). These ratios are smaller using a positive discount rate
and decrease toward one in the limit as the discount rate increases without limit.
This effect of age on the relative value of a continuing risk reduction can be attenuated if the risk
reduction rises sufficiently rapidly with age (and reversed if the interest rate is large enough). For
example, if the risk reduction is a constant fraction of annual mortality risk it will rise sharply with
age, partially offsetting the effect of a shorter life expectancy. The value of a continuing risk
reduction that is proportional to age-specific mortality hazard to a 40 year old is 1.4 and 3.9 times as
large as the value to a 75 and 90 year old, respectively, almost half as large as the ratio of life
expectancies (using a discount rate of zero).
In summary, while it is plausible that VSL is smaller at older than at middle ages, neither standard
models nor empirical evidence provide convincing evidence about the magnitude of the effect.
Nevertheless, even if VSL does not vary much with age, the value of a persistent risk reduction is
smaller at older ages because the individual is likely to benefit for fewer years. For a persistent
constant risk reduction and interest rate equal to zero, the value is proportional to life expectancy;
the values are more uniform if the risk reduction increases with baseline age-specific risk or if the
interest rate is larger. Whether the difference between the value of a short-term or a persistent risk
reduction is important in the context of evaluating responses to the covid-19 pandemic depends on
the likelihood that the threat would be substantially eliminated in the absence of the responses
being evaluated.
4. Effects of lost income
The pandemic and lock-down policies to respond to it have led to large income losses for workers
and business owners in restaurants, travel, and other sectors. Because VSL is increasing with income,
the appropriate VSL for evaluating responses to covid-19 and other current hazards may be smaller
than the value that was appropriate before the pandemic.5 This inference is correct, but the effect of
a reduction in current income on the appropriate VSL may be much smaller than implied by the one-

5

Guo and Hammitt (2009) found that VSL in China estimated using compensating wage differentials
was substantially smaller when unemployment was high, providing empirical support for this claim.
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period model and estimates of the income elasticity of VSL presented in Section 2. The key issue is
whether the current income loss is transient or persists for an extended period. If the income loss is
confined to the short term, the associated decrease in VSL is likely to be modest; in contrast, if the
decrease in income is likely to persist through an extended economic recession, the decrease in the
appropriate VSL will be larger.
Consider a simple two-period model, in which utility in each period is a function of consumption
rather than wealth. For simplicity, assume that consumption is equal to income, the individual
cannot borrow against future income, and the interest rate is zero. Let
𝑈 = 𝑠[𝑢(𝑐1 ) + 𝑡𝑢(𝑐2 )]

(11)

where u(c1) is the utility of consuming at the rate c1 in period 1 and t u(c2) is the utility of consuming
at the rate c2 in the second period. The probability of surviving the first period is s and t represents
life expectancy conditional on surviving the first period. The second term t u(c2) equals the expected
present value of the utility of consumption conditional on surviving the first period, i.e., the
summation in equation (8) excluding its first term. Assume the utility of a bequest is zero and that u
> 0, u' > 0, and u" ≤ 0 as usual.
Absent the pandemic, the marginal rate of substitution of first-period consumption for first-period
survival is
𝑉𝑆𝐿0 =

𝑑𝑐1
𝑑𝑠

=

𝑢(𝑐1 )+𝑡𝑢(𝑐2 )
.
𝑠𝑢′(𝑐1 )

(12)

If income and consumption decrease by an amount  > 0 in the first period but will return to
baseline in the second period, the marginal rate of substitution of first-period consumption for firstperiod survival becomes
𝑉𝑆𝐿1 =

𝑑𝑐1
𝑑𝑠

=

𝑢(𝑐1 −∆)+𝑡𝑢(𝑐2 )
.
𝑠𝑢′(𝑐1 −∆)

(13)

VSL1 is smaller than VSL0: the numerator is smaller and the denominator is larger or equal. If the loss
of income is anticipated to persist through the second period, the marginal rate of substitution of
first-period consumption for first-period survival becomes
𝑉𝑆𝐿2 =

𝑑𝑐1
𝑑𝑠

=

𝑢(𝑐1 −∆)+𝑡𝑢(𝑐2 −∆)
.
𝑠𝑢′(𝑐1 −∆)

(14)
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VSL2 is smaller than VSL1: the numerator is smaller6 and the denominator is the same.
When the rates of consumption in the two periods are equal, c1 = c2 = c, the income elasticity as
𝑐−∆ 𝛾2
)
𝑐

conventionally measured characterizes the change from VSL0 to VSL2. That is, 𝑉𝑆𝐿2 = (

𝑉𝑆𝐿0,

where the income elasticity (evaluated at  = 0) is
𝛾2 =

𝑑𝑉𝑆𝐿2 𝑐
𝑑𝑐 𝑉𝑆𝐿2

= −𝑐

𝑢′′ (𝑐)
𝑢′ (𝑐)

+𝑐

𝑢′ (𝑐)
.
𝑢(𝑐)

(15)

Note that the income elasticity is the sum of two terms, the Arrow-Pratt measure of relative risk
aversion and the measure of relative boldness7 (Eeckhoudt and Hammitt 2001). The first term is nonnegative and the second is strictly positive.
In contrast, the elasticity of VSL1 with respect to a transient decrease in first-period consumption
(evaluated at  = 0) is
𝛾1 =

𝑑𝑉𝑆𝐿1 𝑐1
𝑑𝑐1 𝑉𝑆𝐿1

= −𝑐1

𝑢′′ (𝑐1 )
𝑢′ (𝑐1 )

𝑢′ (𝑐1 )
.
1 )+𝑡𝑢(𝑐2 )

+ 𝑐1 𝑢(𝑐

(16)

When the rate of consumption is equal in the two periods, 1 is smaller than 2 because the
denominator of the last term in equation (16) is larger than the corresponding term in equation (15).
Hence adjusting VSL using a conventional estimate of its income elasticity is correct if the income
loss is permanent but overestimates the decrease in VSL if the income loss is temporary.
If the income loss is temporary, VSL1 characterizes the individual’s rate of substitution of current
consumption for survival but it is not necessarily the appropriate measure for evaluating public
policies that reduce mortality risk. Even if the individual cannot borrow against future income to
prevent a reduction in current consumption, governments can and are supporting current
consumption through deficit spending supported by public borrowing. Through this mechanism,
government can shift the opportunity cost of measures to reduce mortality risk from the first to the
second period.
Shifting the costs of policies to increase first-period survival to the second period reduces the
opportunity cost by spreading the consumption loss over a longer period. That is, if  is the cost and

6

Compared with VSL0, the decrease in the numerator associated with VSL2 is (1 + t) times as large as
the decrease associated with VSL1 (when c1 = c2).
7
Boldness measures an individual's willingness to accept a monetary gamble offering a small gain at
the risk of a small probability of ruin (Aumann and Kurz 1977).
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∆
𝑡

c2 ≥ c1, then the concavity of u implies 𝑡 [𝑢(𝑐2 ) − 𝑢 (𝑐2 − )] ≤ 𝑢(𝑐1 ) − 𝑢(𝑐1 − ∆), with strict
inequality if u" < 0.
As noted above, VSL is sensitive to other factors that affect second-period wellbeing in addition to
income. For example, second period utility is larger if the probability of developing an effective
vaccine or treatment is larger; this could improve utility directly (due to reduced fear and anxiety)
and increase life expectancy conditional on surviving the first period.
In summary, although the lost income associated with the pandemic and response policies decreases
current VSL, its effect on the appropriate VSL for evaluating policies is much smaller than a simple
adjustment of VSL based on existing estimates of the income elasticity would imply. The correct VSL
is more sensitive to long-run income than to any transient reduction due to the pandemic. If
economic recovery is anticipated to be rapid, there might be little effect on the appropriate VSL, but
if the income loss is sustained, the effect on VSL will be larger. Moreover, the burden of lost
consumption is smaller if it is spread over a longer period by government borrowing.
5. Psychological factors and valuation
Risk-perception studies have revealed that people’s concerns about different sources of health risk
and preferences for controlling them depend on a number of qualitative factors in addition to the
probabilities and severities of possible harms. This concept can be summarized as “risk as feelings”
(Loewenstein et al. 2001). The degree to which a risk is characterized by a risk-perception factor is
not objective but is a characteristic of the observer. The influence of these qualitative riskperception factors is related to the two-system model of judgment and decision making in which one
system is fast, automatic, and sensitive to psychological affect while the other is slower, effortful,
and deliberative (Slovic et al. 2004, Kahneman 2011).
Key risk-perception factors have been condensed using factor analysis into two dimensions: dread
and uncertainty (Fischhoff et al. 1978, Slovic et al. 1984, Slovic 1987).8 Dread risks are judged to be
uncontrollable, involuntary, potentially catastrophic, increasing over time, fatal, or inequitably
distributed. Uncertain risks are judged to be new, unobservable, not known to those who are
exposed, having delayed effects, or unknown to science. Clearly, in the early days of the pandemic
covid-19 has many of these attributes and it is reasonable to suppose that it has been viewed as a
greater risk than consideration of only the probability and severity of illness alone would suggest.

8

Margolis (1996) criticizes this paradigm, suggesting that judgments about risk are primarily
determined by perceptions of compensating benefits.
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Another psychological factor that can affect judgments about the severity of a risk and appropriate
control measures is ambiguity aversion (Trautmann and van de Kuilen 2015). Research dating to
Ellsberg (1961) has found that individuals are averse to ambiguity, defined as a situation in which the
probabilities of possible outcomes are unknown or poorly estimated. Ambiguity aversion describes a
preference for lotteries with clearly known probabilities over those where the probabilities are less
clear; risks posed by a novel virus or other newly emerging threat are invariably ambiguous.
Ambiguity aversion seems closely related to the risk-perception factor “uncertainty” but the two
concepts have been investigated in different research traditions (psychology and decision theory,
respectively) and have not been well-integrated.
While it is clear that risk-perception factors and ambiguity aversion may be associated with
increased concern about covid-19 risks, the extent to which these factors support using a larger VSL
for covid-19 than for other fatal risks is uncertain. Theoretical models of the effects of ambiguity
aversion on choices have been developed but models for other risk-perception factors have not.
Limited empirical evidence about both ambiguity and other risk-perception factors is available from
stated-preference studies.
Treich (2010) showed that VSL increases in both the degree to which an individual is ambiguity
averse and in the ambiguity of the fatality risk, adapting equation (2) using the Klibanoff et al. (2005)
smooth model of ambiguity aversion. He showed that ambiguity aversion, by putting more weight
on larger fatality probabilities, is similar to the dead-anyway effect by which VSL increases with
baseline risk. This similarity implies that the effect of ambiguity aversion on VSL is modest. In cases
where ambiguity is so great that mortality probabilities approaching one are contemplated, the
effect on VSL could be large, especially under alternative models of ambiguity aversion (e.g., Gilboa
and Schmielder 1989, Gajdos et al. 2008) that put substantial weight on the most pessimistic
probabilities. Note these results apply to the case where the baseline risk is ambiguous but the risk
reduction is not; ambiguity aversion need not increase willingness to pay for a protective action
when its efficacy is ambiguous (Treich 2010).
Only a few studies have estimated the effect of ambiguity on the value of reducing health risks.
Viscusi et al. (1991) presented survey respondents with a case in which the chance of developing
nonfatal nerve disease due to environmental pollution if living in one town was ambiguous (equal to
either of two values) and elicited the single probability of disease if living in a different town such
that the respondent was indifferent to living in either town. For an ambiguous risk equal to either
150 or 200 in 1 million, the mean single probability equivalent was 178 in 1 million; for an
ambiguous risk equal to either 110 or 240 in 1 million, the mean single probability equivalent was
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191 in 1 million. To interpret these results, consider the ratio of the ambiguity premium (the
difference between the single probability and the mean of the two probabilities, 175 in 1 million)
and the degree of ambiguity (the absolute difference between each possible risk and their mean).
For the less ambiguous risk, the ambiguity premium is 3 and the degree of ambiguity is 25, a ratio of
roughly one-eighth; for the more ambiguous risk, the ambiguity premium is 16 and the degree of
ambiguity is 65, a ratio of roughly one-quarter; this suggests the ambiguity premium is more than
proportional to the degree of ambiguity.
Shogren (2005) reported a study in which willingness to pay was elicited to reduce the chance of
salmonella poisoning when eating at a restaurant. Some respondents were told the probability of
illness (1 in 10, 1 in 100, …, or 1 in 10 million); others were told the two food inspectors disagreed
and their estimates were 0.5 and 1.5 in 10, 0.5 and 1.5 in 100, …, or 0.5 and 1.5 in 10 million. For six
of the seven risk levels, mean willingness to pay to eliminate the risk was between 1.1 and 2.0 times
larger when the two alternative probabilities were given rather than the single probability (it was
four times larger for the case with a single probability of 1 in 10 million), though the difference in
WTP between ambiguous and sharp probabilities was not statistically significant. The limited
sensitivity of mean willingness to pay to the risk reduction casts doubt on the credibility of these
estimates; it varied between $49 and $13 for the 1 in 10 and 1 in 10 million risk levels.
Riddel and Show (2006) elicited perceived mortality risk and willingness to accept monetary
compensation (WTA) from residents near a hypothetical railroad line transporting nuclear waste.
Respondents were asked to report the risk they would confront as a point or range. Respondents
whose risk estimates spanned a larger range demanded higher WTA. The reported regression model
implies that WTA for an ambiguous risk (between 0 and 2p) is about 1.8 times as large as WTA for an
unambiguous risk of p.9
The relationships between other risk-perception factors and VSL have been examined in a number of
stated-preference studies. Studies comparing VSL associated with fatal cancers and with traffic
fatalities (or with other chronic disease) suggest the value of cancer risk is larger by a factor of
between one and three (McDonald et al. 2016). Chilton et al. (2006) elicited focus-group
participants’ judgments of dread and relative values of risk reduction for murder and a range of fatal
accidents (including in-home, pedestrian, motor-vehicle, rail, fire in a public place, drowning); they
found a strong correlation between dread and the value of risk reduction, which spans a factor of
five. Subramanian and Cropper (2000) elicited judgments of the number of fatalities from different
9

This result is calculated by dividing twice the coefficient for ambiguity (2 x -0.3) by the coefficient
for risk (-0.8) from Table 2 of Riddel and Shaw (2006).
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hazards that were judged to be equivalent, finding differences of about a factor of about two or
smaller. The differences were associated with judgments of controllability and voluntariness. JonesLee and Loomes (1995) estimated that respondents valued a reduction in fatalities in subway
accidents 1.5 times as much as fatalities in road accidents. This difference is associated with
differences in the perceived involuntary and uncontrollable nature, but not the catastrophic
potential, of subway accidents. Comparing preferences for reducing risks of rail and traffic fatalities
before and after a major rail accident, Chilton et al. (2002) found that perceived risks of rail
accidents had increased but the relative value of reducing rail rather than traffic risks increased only
20 percent.
Catastrophic risks entail a clustering of deaths in time, space, or from a common cause such as a
pandemic. Rheinberger and Treich (2017) defined one risk as more catastrophic than a second if the
probability distribution of the number of deaths (or other adverse outcome) for the first risk is
second-order stochastically dominated by the distribution for the second risk. If the expected
numbers of deaths are equal, one risk is more catastrophic than another if its distribution is a meanpreserving spread of the distribution for the other risk (this definition parallels the Rothschild and
Stiglitz (1970) definition of risk). Rheinberger and Treich reviewed 19 empirical studies of
preferences between alternative risks to lives and found that the more catastrophic risk was almost
always preferred; this suggests that willingness to pay and the associated VSL are smaller, not larger,
for a more catastrophic risk. One rationale for this preference is that more catastrophic risks are
more equally distributed in a population, and arguably more equitable (Keeney 1980, Barnard et al.
2018).
In a study that provides perhaps the closest parallel to the covid-19 pandemic, Liu et al. (2005)
estimated VSL to reduce risk of SARS in Taiwan, a country that was strongly affected by that
epidemic. Stated-preference data were collected (mostly by telephone) between mid-April and late
May 2003 during the height of the epidemic. Approximately 1500 respondents were asked about
their knowledge and perceptions of SARS risk and their willingness to pay for a hypothetical vaccine
that would eliminate the risk of infection. Respondents reported they were knowledgeable about
SARS and judged it to be moderately controllable. The risk reduction valued was marginal:
Respondents were told the infection risk was either 3 or 5 per 100,000 per month, the conditional
fatality risk was 0.05 or 0.10, and the vaccine would be effective for 3, 6, or 12 months. Willingness
to pay was statistically significantly associated with the randomly assigned magnitude and duration
of risk reduction, though less than proportional so estimates of VSL are larger for the smaller risk
reductions and shorter durations.
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Estimated VSL ranges between $3 and $12 million (U.S. dollars). These values are substantially larger
than values previously estimated for Taiwan. For example, Hammitt and Liu (2004) conducted a
stated-preference study in which they elicited willingness to pay to reduce risk of developing a fatal
cancer or other disease through air pollution (lung disease) or drinking water (liver disease) that
would lead to death within two to three years. Using data collected in May 2001 (two years before
the SARS outbreak), they estimated VSL for fatal lung cancer as $2.1 to 2.2 million and VSL for other
fatal lung disease as $1.5 to 1.6 million. (Estimates for fatal liver disease or liver cancer were
substantially smaller, $0.7 to $1.1 million.) The estimates of VSL for SARS are roughly 1.5 to 6 times
larger than those for fatal lung disease or cancer from air pollution.
In summary, the risk-perception literature finds that concerns about health risks are associated with
qualitative factors such as dread, uncertainty, and ambiguity, in addition to the probabilities and
severities of harms. The covid-19 pandemic displays many of the characteristics that are associated
with high perceived risk. Studies of the relationship between risk-perception factors and the value of
risk reduction yield conflicting results but suggest that monetary values may be substantially larger
for more feared risks, perhaps by a factor of two or more. Comparing results from a study conducted
during the SARS epidemic with a previous study suggests the contemporaneous value of reducing
fatality risk from a coronavirus epidemic may be at least twice as large as for ubiquitous risks such as
lung disease or cancer from air pollution. A key question is whether a higher value of risk reduction
during a pandemic is an informed and considered judgment that justifies a strong response or is an
exaggerated and perhaps panicked response in the moment (Robinson and Hammitt 2011, Hammitt
2013, Shogren and Thunström 2016).
6. Conclusion
A key parameter in evaluating policies that respond to the covid-19 pandemic is the tradeoff
between mortality risk and income, typically characterized as the value per statistical life (VSL). For
the U.S., current estimates of VSL used by the federal government are approximately $10 million; at
rates like this, policies to reduce projected fatalities from covid-19 can be worth trillions of dollars
(e.g., Greenstone and Nigram 2020, Thunström et al. 2020, Hall et al., 2020).
Is a VSL of $10 million appropriate for this evaluation? There are at least three reasons to think it is
too large, but other reasons to think it is not. First, VSL is defined as an individual’s marginal rate of
substitution between wealth and probability of surviving the current period (typically a short period
such as a year). Clearly, few could pay at this rate for a non-marginal risk reduction, and the risks
associated with covid-19 appear non-marginal. The standard model underlying VSL implies that the
average rate of substitution between wealth and survival probability is a decreasing function of the
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increment to survival probability. The rate of decrease is tied to the wealth elasticity of VSL.
Estimates of this elasticity imply that the average rate of willingness to pay for risk reduction
decreases sufficiently slowly as the risk reduction increases that individuals will virtually exhaust
their wealth to increase the probability of surviving a year by as little as 0.1 or less. The average rates
at which larger risk reductions are valued necessarily decrease rapidly with the risk reduction. The
plausibility of these results may be questioned. Reconciling theory, empirical estimates, and the
plausibility of willingness to pay for non-marginal risk reductions is an important research topic.
Second, covid-19 mortality risk seems to be concentrated among the elderly and it is plausible that
VSL is smaller at advanced ages. Because VSL is a rate of substitution between wealth and survival
probability, the one-period model does not imply that it decreases with age. The conventional lifecycle model that assumes lifetime utility is additively separable across periods suggests VSL declines
with age after some point, though the age at which it begins to decrease and the rate of decrease
are sensitive to parameter values. Empirical estimates of whether and how much VSL decreases at
older ages conflict; a judgmental summary suggests a modest decrease at advanced ages. If SARSCoV-2 is anticipated to be a persistent rather than a transient threat, the relative value of controlling
it for older versus younger individuals will be further suppressed because the old will benefit from a
continuing risk reduction for a shorter period.
Third, the covid-19 pandemic and responses to it have led to large income losses, especially in
certain sectors. Because VSL is increasing in income, this implies VSL has decreased. But VSL depends
on future as well as current income; the effect of income loss on the appropriate value for
evaluating response policies is sensitive to whether the income loss will persist. If income loss is
transient, the effect on the appropriate VSL should be modest. Analogously, expectations about
other future conditions affect VSL; a larger probability or shorter expected arrival time for an
effective vaccine or treatment increases VSL.
Other considerations suggest the appropriate VSL for evaluating responses to covid-19 may be larger
than $10 million. VSL depends on individuals’ preferences and if they prefer to reduce risks that are
judged to be more dreaded, uncertain, and ambiguous than other fatal risks (as covid-19 may be), a
larger VSL is warranted. The literature on how large an adjustment is appropriate is limited and
conflicting: some evidence suggests no adjustment is needed while other evidence suggests
increasing VSL by a factor of two or more could be supported. Whether it is appropriate to adjust
VSL in response to risk-perception characteristics and ambiguity depends on whether judgments
about these attributes are viewed as well-informed or rash.
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Note that although the factors studied have been discussed in the context of covid-19, they apply
more broadly. The valuation of non-marginal risk reductions is relevant to other mortality risks
where large reductions are possible, such as in health care. The finding that the value of a continuing
risk reduction is smaller to older than younger cohorts is relevant to regulation of environmental
health risks and provides support for the intuition common in debates about air-pollution regulation
that benefits are smaller for older individuals: even if their VSL is no smaller, they will expect to
benefit for a shorter period. Economic recessions do not justify substantially weakening risk
regulations, especially if they are anticipated to be short-lived. Finally, efforts to converge on a
common VSL for evaluating policies toward different mortality risks may go too far if differences in
risk-perception factors justify differences in valuation.
A critical issue in evaluating covid-19 response policies is the likely difference between the
population distributions of benefits and of costs. Mortality risks (and benefits of control) are
concentrated among older cohorts and costs associated with social distancing and closure of
workplaces and schools are born primarily by younger cohorts (Gollier 2020). Retirees suffer less
directly from job loss than do people of working age. Benefit-cost analysis compares the monetary
value of the benefits to those who gain from a policy with the monetary value of the costs to those
who are harmed; even if the net social benefits of social distancing and other responses are positive,
the net private costs to some people may be large. In the context of covid-19 or other settings where
the distribution of benefits is concentrated among the elderly, treating private benefits as social
benefits may be less appropriate than in other contexts. VSL for elderly people is larger than it would
otherwise be because their private opportunity costs of spending are low, due to their greater
current-period mortality risk and shorter life expectancy. If an individual were spending her own
wealth on risk reduction, using her private opportunity cost would be appropriate. But the low
private opportunity cost to the elderly does not necessarily justify spending wealth (or reducing
incomes) of younger people, whose private opportunity costs are larger. For evaluating policies that
reduce mortality risk to different age groups, a utilitarian or even prioritarian social welfare function
may provide better guidance (Adler 2019, Adler et al. 2019).
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Figure 1. Indifference curve and VSL
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Table 1. Compensating surplus and average rate of substitution of wealth for mortality-risk reduction
Wealth elasticity  = 1
Wealth elasticity  = 3
Wealth elasticity  = 10
Compensating
Average rate of
Compensating
Average rate of
Compensating
Average rate of
Risk reduction 
surplus v
surplus v
surplus v
substitution v/
substitution v/
substitution v/
Survival s0 = 0.99
0.0001
992
9.92
976
9.76
925
9.25
0.001
9,210
9.21
8,040
8.04
5,810
5.81
0.01
48,600
4.86
31,100
3.11
15,900
1.59
Survival s0 = 0.5
0.0001
1,950
19.5
1,890
18.9
1,710
17.1
0.001
16,900
16.9
13,400
13.4
8,520
8.52
0.01
57,700
5.77
38,100
3.81
18,900
1.89
0.1
60,000
0.60
52,300
0.52
27,800
0.28
Note: Wealth w0 = $60,000. Compensating surplus (v) in $, average rate of substitution (v/) in million $.
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Table 2. Selected estimates of VSL at age 40 relative to VSL at age 75
VSL(40) / VSL (75)
Simulation models
Shepard and Zeckhauser (1984) 3.3, 12.5
Smith and Keeney (2005)
6.0
Murphy and Topel (2006)
4.0
Aldy and Smyth (2014)
1.9
Adler et al. (2019)
3.1, 5.3, 6.4, 5.1, 3.8
Compensating wage-differentials
Aldy and Viscusi (2008)
1.5; VSL(40) / VSL(62)
Aldy (2019)
0.9, 1.6, 2.1; VSL(35-44) / VSL(55-62)
Stated preference
Jones-Lee et al. (1985)
1.6
Johannesson et al. (1997)
1.5
Alberini et al. (2004)
1.3
Cameron and DeShazo (2013)
2.2
0.12; VSL(35) / VSL(65)
Krupnick (2007)
1.3 – 1.5

Comments
Can or cannot borrow against future earnings

By income quintile (lowest to highest)
Adjusted for increasing lifetime earnings by cohort
Results from alternative regression models
Calculated from regression, used by U.S. EPA

Figure 1
Table 4
14 of 26 estimates reviewed show smaller VSL at older ages,
clustering around 20 – 35% smaller at age 70 than age 40

